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General

, The first two lab periods will deal with transformers cind'are designed to
reInfo'rce theory you have had in previous courses. They will also give you time
to reach a level d sophistication in your machinery lectures that will allow mean-
ingful lab work on Machines.

The lab procedures and details of what and how you will perform in- the
lab are purposely vague. YOU will be told what, in general, ph, are to do. You
will design the experiment and make up a plan to be followed in the lab in order to
obtain the data you will need.

The "data you will need" is that data necessary .for you to do an analysis
of behavior based on thetheoretical aPproach and compare it with the behavior yod
observe in the actual machine. The comparison of theoretical and observed results
must-IT-dude conclusions and explanations, if possible, of discrepancies.

v 4

The plan referred to above will be accomplished prior to coming tO the lab>.
It will include not only what but how you will proceed. You must have connection
diagra)nii resist& or rlieostc-t ratingT,Tnstruments (including ratings) that will' be used,
etc.

The laboratory plan will\ be entered in a non-loose leaf type notebook.
Data obtained as well as the writd up Of what you do,observations and conclusions will
also be kept in this book. Do not remove pages or erase if you make mistakes.
Merely"line through the erroneous data.

The reason for this is to encourage you to do neat work and to think before
you act. It is the customary procedure in indu3try. Patents, court litigation, etc.
may depend upon the lab notes you maintain while working in iTrAstry.

YO'i must obtain the lab instructors' Okay on your plan before proceeding
with actual lab work.

e
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TRANSFORMERS

Experiment 1

Transformer Ratio and Polarity

The object of this experiment is to study the various connection ratios of
transforartIonthat can be obtained with a multiple winding transformer.

The relative polarityt of the windings in a transformer must be known before

proper series or p`arallel connections can be made. Such connections are used because

1
the primary or secondary sides of a transformer often have two windings, or because it

may be desirable to make agto-transformer conrnsctionr.

Two coils are connected cumulatively when they magnetize the common part
of the coils in the same direction, and differentially when the directions of mognetiza-

tion are opposite. If these coils are connected in series, with only' one of them
energized, the voltage appearing across the combination is equal to the algebraic sum

'of the two coil voltages. Applying this idea, the relative polarity of the various'
windings ,of a transformer can be determined by the use of a voltmeter.

Proceed with the experiment as follows:

1. DraiV`a diagram showing the windings of the transformer with their
tern4nal markings, and obtain all name plate information.

2. To 'determine the varicius turns ratios, energize one winding of the
transformer with its rated voltage and measure the voltages induced
in the remaining windings.

3. By the method explained above, determine the relative polarity of
all the windings.

4. Energize the transformer at reduced voltage (i.e., 110 volts on the
220 v side), and insert a fuse wire in one of the input, lines. Record

the voltages appearing across the output terminals when the two secondary
windings are connected as follows:

a. Series cumulative,
b. Series differential,
c. Parallel cumulative, 'and
d. Parallel differential.

") in the report, 'show a digram indicating the turn-ratios and polarities of
all windings. Also, discuss the results of Part 4. 1

o"
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TRANSFORMERS (Coned)

Experiment' 2

The Transformer Evivalent Circuit

The purpose of this experiment is to determine the equivalent circuit d the
transformer. When this is done, one may calcytate importar1it quantities associated
with transformer, operation, such as voltage regulation, efficiency, abcl phase shift.
The same transformers as were used in the previous experiment will be studied here,.
so that all the name-plate data-should be known..

As one step in the procelure, the winding resistance of both the high and
low voltage sides should be obtained. To do so, apply DC and measure the proper
voltage and current, with the latter approximately equal to rated value. Devise

a scheme for securing rated current. Keep in mind that-if these readings are taken
at the beginning of the experiment, they correspond to the resistance at ambient
temperature, and operating temperature.

3

With the high side of the transformer excited, take the necessary data for
an open-circuit test, at rated voltage, and for a short-circuit test at 50, 100, and
150 per cent of rated current. As- a check, excite the low side and take similar
open and short-circuit data.

When taking the short circuit data, start with.a very low applied voltage,
since very high currents will otherwise occur on,short circuit. Be sure to use current
transformers throughout.

Before coming into the laboratory, the student must prepare circuit
diagrams showing the proper instruments and their position. .Since high currents may
flow, it will be necessary to use current transformers with the ammeters and wattmeters.
As always, shorting ,switches must be.used.

The report of this experiment should include at least the following:

1. Cilculate the copper losses in each windrng under no-load and
full-load conditions and discuss these.

2. Caltulate the core loss frOm the no-load ,data.

3. Tabulate' the following in per cent of thlr rated values; no-load
current and power, core losses, and full-load copper losses on both
sides of the transformer.

4. Calculation of the exact equivalent circuit parameters, based on
the tests for both the high and the low sides.



5. Using the approximate equivalent circuit, calculate the voltae
regulation for the following load conditions:

a. Rated load at unity power-factor,
b. Rated load at 0.8 power-factor lagging,
c. Rated load at 0.8 power-factor leading.

6. Ca !ciliate the efficiency at the three values of current used in the
short-circuit test, assuming the power factor conditions given in 5.

41A
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INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

MACHINES AND TORQUEMETERS

The majorit y. of the experiments in this course wAl utilhe the "universcil"
.machine type of equipment and a feW introductory comments are in order. A schematic
diagram of the M-G set is ckttached. Each of the laboratory sets consists of two
Identical machines. The maChines have a torquemeter unit in the coupling between

the machines and a tachometer at each end. The output of the torquem er is fed
to a torquemeter exciter and read-out box. Connection is made by a fou -prbrig
plug. One tachomciter is 6 permanent magnet, single phase, alternating curremt

generator operated over the linear portion of the magnetizing characteristic. 'Mere

are some a.c. voltmeters calibrated in rpm for use with this.- In some- of our work
we will be recording speed. We will then use the other tachometer; a small
permanent magnet type d.c. generator whose induced voltage is proportional to
speed. Some notes on calibration of the torquemeter and the tachometer will be
presented in what follows.

Each Universal machine consists of wirdings on the stationary member, or
stator and the rotatirig member, or rotor. The windings on the stationary ,member are
designated fl-f9 and f3-44. These windings are concentrated windings and the mmf
resulting from iiiese windings cicts along the same axis. Each of these windings is
reed 120 volts d.c. Thus the two windings can be placed in series by interconnecting
f2 and f3 and excited from a 240 volt d.c. source. The windings on the rotor, or
rotating member, are distributed, The windings are tapped at 120° intervals and brought

opt through slip rings to terminals M1, M2, and M3. The Qther end of the rotor has
a commutator and brush arrangement and fhe winding is brought out from the brushes

through' terminals marked A1 and A2. If we excite the slip rings with an a.c. voltage
of 3 phasp, a revolving magnetic field is established. If the revolving field rotates
backward at rotor speed, it is stat.ionary with respect to the field established by the

winding designated F1F4 tf we excite the rotor through the terminals A1 and A2
with d.c., the commutator serves a sivitch g function and allows proper direction
of current flow through the armature induct rs. When the machine is rotating, the
commutator switching renders the res Ring field stationary. The nugnetic field
associated with this stationary fje us in quadrature with the field established by
the winding of the stator. us we have a machine which can be operated on either
a.c., or depending pon the external connection. It should be noted that,
when operated as an a.c. knachin, it is "inside o.it" compared to conventinal a.c.
,machines.
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When we operate the,machine as a d.c. niotor we must either use a d.c`.
starter or reduced voltage d.c. on the armature in order to-Teep in-rush currer* within
a reasonable value. After the initial in-rush ot current, the motor' shirts gaining speed

and the counter emf, wLdfif dejelops. .This serves to limit the curOtantt However,

at 0 r.p.m. the resistance of the circuit is very low qnd a very high in-ruSh current
would be experienced. The d.c. starter has the effect of putting full supply ,voltage
across The field, or stationary winding in this machine, and inserting a'resiskmce in
series with the armature, or rotor. As the motor comes up to speed, the resistance

in the armture circuit is, gradually de.creased until eventually it is 911 removed.' 'The
other choice is that we start with a yery low value ()f adjustable voltage across the
armature and gradually increase it as tl-le armature comes up to speed. Ybu.will
note that a d.c stayter is built into tfie terminal panel and the leads are marked.
LI, L21A and F.

/
Schematically, the starter diagram is as shown below:

.
I

'

q.

4

Vt.

tab. \.1rtarter, the moyteable arm, S, is held in, its ccw position (off),
by 0 'spring: When S is moved t'o Stvd #1,:;4.hree...circuits are closed. Thd firit
tecads?from L.1 thrO4ih Rx.throughtlie armatu:e to L2. The,-second from Li thro.igh
F to the shunt field' to L2 and 'theihird from, Li .through fhe eltctremagnetic holding

o cut out Rx. in steps
-is small relative

coil, M, to 1/2 Ast,the rnotyr'sptlis up, armsS is advanced
until toll line.voltage*.is acro4..the'armature, Zhe resistance
to the resistance of the hording- coil and the shte n all of- x ;$ cut out,
arm S is hel4 in positii&n, at the finll ifiid by the' electromagne holding cO4I

attracting. the'soft iron pleN on S. If the voltdge rom the saUrce falls to a low
value or:off eompleteh, S 44,\released and the molor is disconnected. This feature

is referred to as\ "under, voltage protection".
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The maehine rating is as follows:

poles: 2
speed: 3600 min max. .

field rating (each field): approx. 250 ohms
0.4 amperes

gay

armature rating:
On A.C. (termin3ls M1,M2,M3)

150 volts, 6.7 amperes per terminal

On D.C. (terminals A1 ,A2)
240 volts, 4.2 amperes

To operate as on induction motor, connect the fields in parallel (F1 to F3;
F2 to F4) and ocross a 1000 ohm resistor.

e
On ,the front of the parieL.jJere are four circuit breakers - two on the

left and two on the ri9ht. One on eac side is morked a.c. and one is marked
. The .a.c. Jcircuit breaker os on series with the terminals MI,M2and M3 and

4, the cl..c. circuit breaker is in series with terminals Ai and A2.

4,

These machines are rated 1000 voltomperes. Therefore all your laboratory
ning should make note of this arid you should choose power supplies, meters,

resistors, etc. to insure ,that the rating Is not exceeded, on a continuous basis.
However, it may ,be desinable to go as high as 150% of rating for short times.
The laborolory instructor will discuss this in detail.

,

c),

4.
,-
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TACHOMETER.CALIBRATION

It is permissible to Observe speed by using one.of the calibrated a.c,
voltmeters marked in thousands of r.p.m. If the speed is to be recorded, it will
be necessary to use the d.c. tachometer with the recorder. In this case if will
be necessary.,:that the d.c. -tachometer is calibrated and thii is best done by using
the a.c. meter as a speed reference or by Using a\itrobotac. This_ would result
in a conversion factor relating recorder input volta6e, or divisions, per r.p.)t).,
or thousand r.p.m. You must use a 9Iter, as described below, to filter out the
noise voltage. 7

TORQUEMETER CALIBRATION

Various read out devices can be used. If a pan recorder, or cRq, are
used, the output of the torquerneter must, be filtered. The general filter has'tfie
following configuration.

0.os2.4c
.or

r

NOTE: If a voltmeter, read-but is used, (the iAput impedance must be greater than .
20K ohms per volt. AppropriatO ranges are 0-1.5/0-5 volt d.c. The

black "terminal may be connected to.,the lab ground to reduce pick7up.

The to'rquemeter should be calibiated before each experiment, using the
following procedure:

1. The Torquemeter should be a Mowed to warm up for about 10 minutes
before it is used.

t2. For most laboratory experiments, the "gain" adjustment knob should
be set at maximum, i.e.,! turned fully clockwise.

3. The bias knob should then be adjusted lo that the read-out meter
has any suitable voltage peading for zero torque, preferably zeno.
voltage.

4. At zero torque, it will be found that the Torquemete(reading
varies, with rotor position, over a range of abo-it -± 0.03 volts
due to bearing friction induced torques. The reading for zero
torq should, therefore, be determined by hand turning/ the
rotor In both directions and selecting the moan value.



,) '40°?

II ,

5. Insert the rotor loek bar on one Ode
anathe weighted rod on the otlier in
the meter and the scope to determtne
many ft.-lbs. per volt, or diviskin.
linearly over a range of ± 8 ft. lbs.

of .the torquemeter element
the holes providea. Read
a scale factor; i.e., so
The devices will then read
(within 5%).

9

If, for any reason, the gain setting is changed, the bias voltage
for zelop torque must be readjusted and the calibration of. the
tqrquemeter must be repeated.

NOTE: A gain of approximately 0.3-0.5 volts per ft.-lb. should be obtained.

4.

12 .1
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DC MACHINES°

Experiment 3

. Obtaining Aachine Parameters

The object of the next three xperiments will be to compare obferved
performance of or actual d.c. machine with the performance one would predict'-

.frorp the linearized equations derived in the lecture and using values of machine

paraMeters, or constants, determin'ttd from test resUlts.

10

1.

In order to do a mathematical analysis, you will need information on the
various resistances, inductances, the frktion and windage loss, and the, moment of

inertia.,

Measurement of Resistanée and Inductance

The resistance os measured between the arniture terminals of a DC macMne

is.comiSosed of two distinct components: one component is the resistance of the copper
winding, and the other is the combined resistcince of the carbon brushes and the brush

contact. The resistance of the capper is independent of current density and hence is
constant (provided the temperature is constant). Except for very low or very high
current densitites the resistance of the carbon varies approximately inversely as the

., current density. . Typical variations,of these component resistances with respect to
current density, together with,the sum, are shown.by the curve immediately below.

4

A

At046

0.4

0.1 -

0,2

0 ,

6

R11"5.11g-taAA(.e. of c_o f'e"..rs s 6-4/1 bruksk.es
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0 t kl
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T" e., %IA chC



The fact that the total armature resistan.ce drop tinder changing load condi-
tiqz is variable makes it desirable to separate this drop into brush and copper compo-
nenTi. If the resistance of the carbon bursh in contact was inversely proportional to
the trrrn3ture current, the brush drop would be constant regardless of armature current
and the brush drop line would be horizontal when plotted against current. However,
this drop is nat constant. The 'variation fot a typical machine under running condi-
tions. is shown immediately below.

c"-gav

3 1 12

11- tio r-e-V

v-O y r

vot 0. 1-vc

a.c,ros.s. bru.s

s. The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engtneers standards state that
, the total positive and negative brush drop (carbon brushes with pigtails attachd)

Q

is o be token as two volts. One volt is for the brush ,set to which current is in
th arrnqture and the other is for the brush set through which current-leaves. This
Wd indicate that the brush drop for all machines is two volts. Such is not the
case, however, under typical oRprating conditions of brush, pressure and temperature

,. the combined drops for positive and negative brushes mai approach as high as four
volts. The brush drop current obtained with" the machine running it also different

, from that obtained with the atmature stationary. The test circuit for measuring
the b.-rush drop is as follows:
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utak-0tr-
.

oar MA01 t"?.. coQr

CkCVOS
_f.

V42 r s

QA,v- tA b -e

The voltage drop across the armature terminals and Ow voltage drop across
the copper winding for the univeral typo madlines was measured with the armature
stationary,for various values of armature current ranging from zero to about 125% of
rated full load mit-rent. The winding was allowed to come to thermal equilibrium
before beginning the test so tVit the temperature changes during the test were
negligible. This Nkas accompllshed by passing current through the winding for a
period of time prior to the test. The rotor was blocked so Wdi,c1 not tend to
accelerate under the influence of residual magnetism. The test information obtained
was:

vi V

2 7.2 7.6
4 13 14.2
6 21 21.8
7 ,22 8 24.3

8.7 2 1 29.6

From this information, calc
or less constant value of vol.tage dro
voltage. The net voltage is the v
of the moto

late 43, armature ciecuit resistance and a more
across the brushes to subtract from the applied

tage that is actually impressed across the armature

The i duckince of t machine was Measured in a similar fashion by using
cOariac., rathe than d D supplY, and energizing the same kind of circuit (as used
regr resistance me surement) from a 60 cycle source. From readings Vi and la it should

u
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be possible to calculate the impedance of the armature circuit. 'Based on the infor-
mation taken from the resistance measurements, you con then calculate the 60 cycle
inductive reactanc6. This cap be then converted into henries of inductance.

The ac readings were: (at 60 cps)

la VI

1.0 20.3

From this information calculate L.

In order to determine rf and Lf, a step voltage Was impressed on the
winding F1-F (note that this is only one of the two field windings). The circuit
used for this measurement was as follows:

L

Data obtained from the recording is:

time, seconds

0.04 4 volts
0.08 5.5
0.16 6.9
0.24 7.8
0.32 8.2
0.40 8.5
oo 9.1

From this data, 'find r Lf.

t
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,\The above shduld be ciccomplished prior to coming to the laboratory.
lab instructor will discuss the physical configuration of the machines before you
commence lab work .

In this lab ppriod, you will tnyasure the friction and windage,torque
(mechanical), the moment of inertia of the set, and the value of Ldf

st,

Measurement of Friction and Windage

The

The torquemeter measures torque transmitted via the shaft which connects

the two machines. If the field of one machine is unexcited or unenergized, the
torque Measured as the speed is varied from zero up to, sdy, 2000 rpm will enable
you to plot Tf+w as a function of speed. This information will be necessary when
you determine 4, the moment of inertia. For this "no load" test, connect the
machines as shown.

24 o'
SeA.A.vc e

4.

ts.e.

-rAwtsdA.Lce...r

A

ahth-b--o.ab-o
F3

2. v1-4 IAA (Kelt t;%

1tv-e 14!.[

D.Q. avolzA44-ei.-

siroA

c(4 s.-k ste
reco r-tif lb

ia-xTetrvAck-1 rtSi e t^

ko6 -e kik.s o 0..r.A A V-eestl

0.1

Speed is varied by varying the external resistors. Increasing the resistance
in the armature circuit tends to slow the driving machine down, increasing resistance
in the field circuit speeds it up. From the steady state performance equations you
sflould be able to figure this Qut I

v-eartlei-
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Measurement of Inertia
. I

If you have measured If (w), you can asstime that the total T" (10)(for the
two machines)ls twice what you measured for the single unit (the4machines-are identical).
Now, if you have one machine diiving thetcomplete set Ad you Jeenergize it, it will
Coast to a stop. The Tf+ vv(w) is the torqui that cat%es it to retard in speed.
Mathematically, for this situation;..,

.r

Or

T (w) = 0
f+w

Tf_f

Wet
Aw

for small increments of w. If you_ record w (t) after deenergizing, you can find and,
At

from Tf+w corresponding to w over the interv9I, calculate J.

Measurement of Ldf

The d.c. shunt connected machine corresponds to a generalized machine

except there is no G winding nor is there a D winding. Tile F winding corresponds
to the field winding old the Q winding corresponds to' the armature winding. The

'generalized equakions become, frorri-(111-99) through (III-108):

dii
vf == frfit , dt

cli

va raia + L
a

wLdfifdt

where the subscript "a" is used (for t:lemature) rather than

If the field current is constant,

vf
if =

and if the aApature circuit is on ."o`pen circuit",

v = to Ldf ifa,

e

q.

o.

Thus by measuring w , va, and if we can obtain Ldf This is to be done
for values of w corresponding to the range from as slow as possible up to around
2000 rpm.

1
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DC MACHINES (Cont'd)

Experiment #4

Transient Behavior of the DC Shunt Motor

Based on the machine data you have obtained thus far, you can o tb-ciin the
theoretical performance of the d.c. machine connected as a separately excited shunt
motor energized by a step function voltage impressed on the armature. We cannot
obtain a step function of voltage using a d.c. starter box because it inserts resistance
in steps. We cannot impress rated line voltage because of the high inrush current.
In order to keep the inrush current to an acceptable value (5-8 times rated) we will
energize the machine with reduced voltage. We obtain this reduced voltage by
means of rectification.of a three phase supply. We will use, for the supply, the
3 phase; 4 wire 120 volt (line-line) supply in the lab. Our rectifier, a half wave,
3 phase, -rectification connection, is, ass follows:

16

-I-.2 120 3 A. ocI

fs

The 1N1203A rectifiers are rated as follows:

max. peak,reverse voltage
max . forward current
max. 1.cycle peak surge current,
forward voltage drop' at 12 amperes

300 volts
12 amperes average
240 amperes
1.35 volts

Note that eaciV phase rectifier will conduct current only when the potential
of that particular phase is greater than that of the other phases. As that phase voltage
decreases, the next ph;se voltage will be increasing and the current wilt transfer to
the increasing phase when the increasing phase voltage exceeds that of the previously
conducting phase. Thia can be shown graphically .as follows:

1 9
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c.

a

/x

PAGE 16a *SKETCH OF THE SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM FOR THE UNIVERSAL

MACHINE MG SET" REMOVED DUE TO OVERSIZE.

20
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The rectifier in phase a conducts during the period:

vc va and until v6

conduction ends when:

Vm sin wt = Vm sin (wt - 120)
or: 4

Now;

and;

sin w t = sin w t cos 120-cos w t sin 120

3
sin wt = cos w t

2 2

sin 150° = 1/2; cos 150? =
2

The reciifier conducts far 1500 900 = 60° beyond the maximum value of
phase a. By symmetry, it conducts 60° before the maximum. Thus each rectifier
conAucts-for 1200 of each cycle. The average voltage (d.c.) cart be ctilculated as r

r-



vdc
.1

average
2w/3

,517/6

max
ni6 V

18

3)PJ 3/j
sin tot d V(tot) = FIT

MaX 2 Tr Yrmi

If the line to line voltage is 120, the line-neutral voltage
average,value of d.c. voltage is:

3 I3 20
x

1
% 80 volts

120is and the
/3

/ ,The, peak inverse voltage is a very important rating of diodes that must be
observed. Im order-to determine the peak inverse voltage that will be impressed upon
the diodes"- in thi eknnection, note that when the rectifier in phase a is conducting,
the voltage on tI1e anode in phase c, for example, is negative. This is inverse, or
reverr voltage.

Its magnitude is;

Inverse voltage = va vc

= V sin tot - V
m

sin (c.,,t - 240)

to find the maximum, or peak, denoted as PIV:

or

d(Invorse Voltage)
cos tot V

m
cos (tot - 240) =

cos (it = (cos (4)(cos 240) + (sin wt)(tin 240)'

from which:tan w t = - /-5

and

Using, this value./

3
7 cos w t = .r t

t = 1209

PIV = /ril

,,I\lote that we will.have a ripple" voltage of fundamental frequency which
is three times that -of the supply frequency..

t.
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Grounding PrecautioRs

,In using the recorder to riscord varioUs variables which we! desire, it will
be necessary to be careful in connecting the "grounditterminal of tqejecorder to
make certain that we do not connect two supposakl "grOunde which are actually at
different potential,

In order to compare actual transient perforrn3nce with theoretical performanc9,
you should write and solve the theoretical equations using parameters from Expeliment 3.
In this period we will obtain the actual performance: The supply and recorder should
be connected as follows: (Grounded low signal circuits are required for noise consider-
ations).

O.

4
3
(.0" 7

1

11-o v
'1 ov 4.c.

t To recor-t) es-
1M V

1-0-1U-Wtt-tfi^

)

ovItkt
-1-1.-wixs dAtcet-

d

?etwAt4f4 11,1011441---ex (I (-sect

re C. 0 i"- t.)

'I I, rccovvi et-

At t0, with all resistance removed from the field of the motor, close the
rectifier supply switch and recordco(t), ia(t), T(t), and vd.c. Plot both the
experimental and theoretiCal resultsiton the same sheet; account for discrepancies.



DC MACHINES (Coed)

Experiment #5

DC Shunt Milkteady State Speeel-Torgue Characteristic

_Connect the motor to the regui4 250 volt supp y (wat h "grounds" on
your instrumentcitton) through a 4c. starting box and with variable rheostat (say
0-10 ohms) in series with the arml4fture and a 250 ohm rhe stat in the field circuit.
Connect the other machine as a g6-enerator and arrange to load it by connecking,a
load ,bank across its terminals. Then make several runs to determine the steady state
speed-torque characteristics of the motor under various situations. For example,
make runs with both rated and decreased armature voltage, with and without
external armature resistance and with various values of field current.

Use your imagination in devising the exact situations you will (Amble.
The main idea is to see the effect of varying the various parameters on the steady
state speed-torque characteristic of the motor. Compare your test results with
anal ytica I resul ts .

Aiwal. make certain that the field circuit is energized when connecting
the arm3ture to the supply. Also, note that the starting box cannot be used when
reduced voltage is iMpressed. Why CO Discuss these points in yourL lab report.

It is appropriate at this time to consider further the problem of grounding
and ground connections involving the lab power supplies and instrumentation.

4.

The lab voltage system is as follows:

t.

2.S-Dua.c.

12-ov Livi-e 4,114,e

3 flia.)-e') `-1 mr-e-

GO IA

Gat-chtut corcu.IT
o w tp,IT u-tte_t-

R-eC-13)14COls

Wtt:.ti 'Ns/
rw tivw 0

0 tAl

cLViv: 411:0111't
CH----

tt4 \9% s

vekto .1
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If it is desired to record field current of a d.c. machine, such as one of our

lab motors, some meansmust be devised to energize the1arm3ture and starting box from

250 v (because that is the rated voltage of the holding coil in the starter) and yet have

a grounded supply (125 v) to the field circuit. This can be done with m3chines which

have two shunt fields normally connected in series with 250 v. Connection is made

to L
11

L
2

and A. This puts 250 v on the starting box holding coil. The field

windings are paralleled and connected between L2 and the "center tap)" or grouria of

the d.c. supply. Since we are working with low level signals into the recorder, the

grounded input connection is desirable to reduce "hum".( 'Such a connection is shown

below:

it is. often necessary to exercise ingenuity in arranging instrumentation.

It is always necessary to exercise caution in connecting grounds!



DC MACHINES (Cont'd)

Experiment 46

The DC Shunt Connected Generat21

22

This experiment will enaj)le i,ou to see how the machine behaves when,
connected as a generator. Connect one mathine to run as a separately excited d43.
motor to be started through a starting box. The other machrne will be connectedc.as
a separately excited d.c. generator with provision to adjust getrator field current.
Obtain steady state characteristics of terminal voltage vs. load current as loadlis
varied from zero up to a value which yields about .150% of rated load current.
Examine the effect of varigus field excitations, etc. Also, connect up and rficord
transient data pertaining to...the switching on of full load when the m3chine is
initially unloaded. Use your imagihation in designing yotir experiment so that.you
can obtain dattt which you can .compare to analytical analysis and from which yo-u
can draW meaningful conclusions.

1

a

.)
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CROSS FtELD MACHINES

Experiment 07

Deterrainialhe Transfer Function of the Amlidne

lar

This portion of the laboratory Work- will concern itself with a "cross
field" machine (metadyne) whkh is compensated and goes under the trade name

. "Amplidyne". The block diagram for the Arnplidce is based on equations (V-27)
through (V-30). It is: (

vc") --r
(

)+,

The transfer function for the Amplidyne is, from the block diagram:

)

where:

A

KDKQ 1

rfrci-.(rd + .11-1ii3 (1 Ifs)(1 + Tis),

Lf
T= T =rf ' 1 R

L rd

This4ansfer function was obtained under the assumption that:

a) the transformer voltages induced in one, winding by current change in
an9ther winding are negligible.

23

b) the time constants associated with the d,q, winiings are negligible.

c) rd

We can determine the transfer function for the output voltage as a function of
10(s) V(S)

inpl voltage by multiplying the function by -;---r; which is the transfer
ta(s)

function of the load. In our lab work, we will use a pure resistance for load,

27
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i:e. I O.- This will 'result in IL tz 0 and we will not mask exceptions to the
la(3)

our function Wb will be able to see how
vf(s)assumpti

t.

(1

ons we1made in deriving
a

closely our linearized simplified model transfer functr6n approximates the actual'
transfer function. Thus:

va(s).

vf(s)

In the steady state, for
ratio approaches the value:

KDKQ
rqrf (1 4-,:rfs)

(Ai .<<1 and stntisoidal driving function-, this

va(L)

vf(i = K' for
1

< 7r

I f

Recatl from control theory that, if ,w1.1 << 1 , there is negligible phase
shift (or very nearly 180° shift) and thus the ratio of the instanffineous values is
also the ratio of rms values.

Toeifind the power

To
the machine)

Va Ms
vr rms

2va rms
Power output

RL

Power input

Power gain

2

=
f rms
orf

v 2 rfa nns
2

L vfrms

v 2 rf
I\

R

obtain the value of If "(and other time constants actually present within
we will obtaln data necessary to make a Bode plot.

First, the connection diagram to achieve this will be indicated. We will
then discuss the Bode plot theory.

The connection diagram is as follows:

28
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The Amplidyne is rated 250 volts, 500 watts output. Therefore rated load
is 125 ohms. The function generator will go down. to 0.01 hz and can provide either
square, triqngular or sinusoidal wave forms. We wilt use sinusoidal because that is
the form 'upon which the theory of the Bode plot is based. After obtaining a calibra-
tion on the set up (so many divisions of recorder deflection corresponding to so many

.volts) we will be able to-obtain vo(p.d) and vf(P). This enables us to make the Bode
plot and determine the value of Kr and the time constant(s) of the machine. We will
examine the response in the frequency range from 0.1 to 40 hz. in accordance with
the following theory.

f

Recall that, from circuit theory, if the drMng force is a sinusoid we can
obtain the relationship between input and output of a device by replacing s in the
transfer function with jca. The transfer Function then becomes:

va(p)

7717
K'

1 + Ito If

Suppose in general .w. have a transfer function

W(P) = (1

K (1 + I Ti

Texi T30)

2 9
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I.

This is a eomplex variable' expression which can be written:
,

If the input to the system is:

and the output is:

then:

can be writteet as:

MOO El

r(iw) = kiwi ci

CO IC(I4 EIP

C(J co) al

r(ito.)

IC,. u,1

r(9iiofil = lvv(101 c

The ratio of the magnitude of output to input is the magnitude IW(j.0)1
and the difference in phase angle, i.e., the phase shift is equal to the phase a
associated with the, system itself.

26

The relationship between the magnitudes cxin also be expressed as (for t he
general case above):

ICCOI = 20 10910 W(Iw)i20 10910 i(*)1-

20 logi6
K

+ (T
2
w) + (T

3
w)2

By definition, the term on the left side ii system gain in decibels. We
will abbreviate this as

IC(141
20 log10 1rri* G

db

Then:

Gdb = 20 !ogle + 10 log
10

11 + (T 1021 10 logio .11 + (Tf ) 21
I

10,1og10 11 + (T3t0)21.



We can obtain the value Gdb by plotting individual terms on
side and graphically adding them.The graphical pk?t Will be system goin
the ordinate against. log1 . 20 logioK is independent of to and plots

Thus:'
a.

2.13 161, K

For the other terms; hote that

10 log10 11 + (T16)21 0 as

-+ 20 10910 641 asw -*a°

w-* 0

27

the right
in 'db as

os a horizontal

On a log to scale, 20 log (01'1 is a straight line of slope 20 db per
decade (unit of 10) of log u. It intersects the zero db axis at:

We can approximte,10 10910 (1 + (02 T12) then as follows:

-- (.1.A 1-
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The plot for the other terms yiould be Aimilar except the slope would
be negative rather than positive:

If we had an experimin'tal response airve, as shown below,- we could
use the above development to "yrk backward" and obtain the tranifer function.

0

e 1)/4. clit

We would consider the actual ,curve to be composed of four separate
and dktinct curves, thus:

-

Gi 20 10910 K

T1 =cob

T
2 a

=CA.).1

After determining the values 11,12,13 and K we can write the transfer
funcHon I Thus, we can use this technique to determine the transfer function of the
amplklyne.

3z
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In our experimental .set-up, using a pure resistance for a load we would
expect only I break point in the frequency response curve if our assumption's were

completely correct. If we determine that there are additional breakpoints, we
can determine the time constants we are-neglecting. Discuss this completely in
your report of this lob work. What is the time constant we are neglecting?
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4.

1.

\!..k "

SYNCHRONOUS MACHINEt'

Expisriment 8

. .

30

Al tonic,' tor Para motion

The qUations which describe the synchronous alternator in the steady
state are:

and

where

.

Vta + .lar + IdXd = j Ef

Ef
I° df f

V = terminal voltage,,rmsta

la = armature current' = Id + I

r = armature resistance

Id = d axis component of la

I = qaxis component of la

4.

Xd = direct axis synchronous reactance = wLd

,
X = quadrature axis syncnrohous reactance

Ef = excitation voltage

if = field current

= angular velocity of the rotor

df = mutual inductance between d coil and field coil

Note that the parameters required are:

Ld, Lq, r and Ldf

4

4.

4
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The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Publication 0115,
March.1965, entitled, "Test Procedures for Synchronous Machines" details- various
test procedures for determining thoie, as well as other parameters. In general,
only the details of the test are presented in this publication. Therefore some
theory will- be developed here in order to aid. the student in making the tests.

The armature resistance can be obtained by measucing -the 1R drop across
the winding when the Winding is energized from a direct currenrsource. The current
value used should be othat of approximately rated value and the winding should be
br,ought to thermal equilibrium before the readings to be used .for calculation are

taken. .The resistance, CIS measured, can be cOrrected to the resistance at a
specified temperature by conVentional procedures. -Note that the, lab machines
are delta connected. The apparent resistance, Rm, and the phase resistance,
r, are related by:

or:

r(2r)
'm 17-17'2r

3 Rill
r

e-

Lctf is obtained from the "open circuit saturation curve". If the armatu- e
is on IIopen circuit", la, Id and lq are zero and, from the steady state equations,.

Vta
Ldf

The "open circuit saturation curve" is curve of armature terminal voltage
(on 6pen circuit) as a function of field current when the machine is running (being
driven) at rated speed. If saturation were not present, this curve wo yid be d straight
line. However, saturation is present at higher values of field current and the curve
does bend over reflecting the effect of saturation.

Wiring Diagram 8-1 depicts the corinection diagram used to obtain this
characteristic as well as to obtain the "short circuit saturation curve".

The figure below shows typical open circuit and short circuit saturation
curves. If saturation was not prese t, i.e., no iron, only air, the open circuit
curve would be straight. Therefor , a straight line extension of the actual open
circuit characteristic is referred to as the "air gap line".
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The short circuit saturation curve is obtained by driving the machine
being tested at rated speed with the armature short circuited and recording armature
and field current for field current values over the range from zero to 125-150% of
rated Olue. Note that readings are taken for short circuit currents in the stead'
state, i.e., after any transients associated with the change in if havidecayed out.

and

If Xd » r, la lags Ef by 90° and la d Also, on short circuit,
Therefore

Ef oLdf If
Xd =

Ldf. If
Ld =

d

Since the open circuit saturation curve is Ef for a specific if, and the
short circuit saturation curve is la for a specific excitation, the.ratio -

At Ef
=

II u

in the typical curves. The values shown would represent an Unsaturated value of Xd
because the level of excitation is below the "knee" of the saturation characteristic.

,
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Sec Hon 3.05.35 and, 3.05.50 in IEEE #115 gives details on conducting
the tests. Section 7.15,10 discusses the determination of Ld from these characteristics.

Section 7.20.05, .10, .15 and .20 give details on the test procedure
for obtaining Lq The.most common method of .determining La is use of the "slip test".
In thie test, the machine is driven mechanically at a speed slrghtly different from
synchronous speed with its field winding open arMwith balanced polyphase vottages
of the correct phase sequence (same direction of rotation of the arinature as for
the field) applied to the armature.

In order to.reduce reluctance torques and perMit very small slips, the
applied volt,age should be a fraction of, the rated voltage. Wiring Diagram 8-2.

shows the connection diagram to be used for this test.

Because of the slip between the revolving armature field and the
excitation field, the armature mmf wove glides slowly past the field poles (at
sljp speed). When the armature mmf wave is in line with the axis of the field
poles the impedance of the machine is).the d axis impedance and is a maximum.
One quarter of a cycle later, the axis are in quadrature and the impedance
equals the q axis impeddhce and is a minimum. If recordings, or oscillographs, of
armature current and terminal voltage are obtained, the ratio of X /Xd is obtained:
L can then ber determined from:

EsL = Ld ( 5.1)

X
d

e-

1The values of the transient and subtransient inductances and time constants
as required for transient response analysk can be determined from the short circuit
currents recorded as a function of time. References in IEEE #115 for these quantities
are:

)(Id 7.25

X" 7.30

x" 7.35

T'do
7.65

T' 7.70

T"
do

7.75

T" 7.80

Ta 7.85

The laboratory instructor will demonstrate sudden short circuit tèsts 'an d
recordings of armature current' as a function of time will be made available.
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In this lab period, obtain data necessary to deterine r, Ld, Lq and

In the lab report, calculate the parameters required for steady state
analysis and from the sudden short cirCult recordings furnishbd by the instructor,
calculate X" and X' e

d d.

X

lo
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SYNCHRONOUS 'MACHINES

Experiment 9

Stnchronous- Alternator and Motor Characteristics

Voltage Regulation

Arrange to.drive the synchronous machine as an alternator driven by a
d.c. motor. Connected rated ohmic resistance load aCross the terminals and adjust
the field excitation so as to obtain rated terminarvoltage. Make .cerfain the
machini is di-Nen arrated speed. Observe t6 voltage, current, and excitation.
Switch the load off, bring the speed back to rated, and observe the terminal voltage.
The observed voltage regulation ean be calculated as

% Vol t . Reg. = Vno load Vfull load

vfull load

Compare this value with the value you calculate using machine parameters
measured in Experiment 8..

Synchronoui Motor Excitation Characteristics
i;

Connect the machine to run' 43 a synchronous motor driving a d.c. generator.
The scheme will be to maintain constant power load on the shaft of the synchronots
motor whiie the excitation on the rrtor is varied from minimum (and still maintain .
synchronism) to maximum value (all external resistance removed). Do this for at
least two values of constant shaft power. Read and record dc. generator power output,
synchronous motor line current, field current, and terminal voltage. The data obtained
can be plotted as "We" curves. These curves illustrate the very important characteristk
of the synchronous motor whereby, the motor appears to the source as being either
inductive, resistive, or capacitivellependiiiig upon field excitation and load.

Discuss this in your report.

4

fir
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ASYNCHRONOUS MACHINES

Experiment 10

Asynchronous" M3 chirnes as FEnt,eraCconLerters

38

This experiment is deiigned to demonstrate the relationship of the revolving
rotor and stator fields in an asynchronous machine. Recall from the lecture theory that
the rotor and stator fields must be stationary with respect to each other. Speed voltages
are induced in the rotor of magnitude:

V. = arotor Vstator

and of frequency

where

= slip

and

= ffrotor
rotor

w stator Wmech

w stator

w = angular velocity

with the subscript notation denoting rotor, stator or mechanical speed.

From (9-3):

Now:

From.(9-5):

WW Wstator mecn stator

4,Traf frotor

a °stator P

Therefore, fPom (9-6) and (9-.4)

W stator to rotor

+w
rotor mech

= w
stator

4,Zs

(9-1)

(9-3)

(9-4)

(9-5)

(9-6)

(9-7)
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Since 4.)rotor is the speed of the rotor field with respect to thr rotor, the net speed
of th rotor field with respect to a stationary reference, i.e., the stator, is tostator'
the fields are statipnary with respect tb one another.

If we energize the stator from a constant frequency-source, the stator
fields revolves at constant angular velocity. If we drive the rotor at various mechanical
speeds we can iferify the relationship in (9-7) by checking 'the frequency of the voltage
induced in the rotor. In order to prevent the induction, or asynchronous machine,
from developing a torque and to .permit driving it at some desired speed, we must leave
the rotor open circuited. Actually, this configuration has been used commerically
as a frequency changer! .

The connection diagram for investicpting the rotor voltage-frequency
relationships is,shown in Figure 9-1. The d.c. drive motor should be varied from
as near zero as possible to maximum !Fife slaved in each direction of rotatign or the
direction of rotation of th induction machine stator can be reversed by interchanging
two phase leads. The idea is to vary slip a over the vnge 0.2 to 2+ and observe,
the rotor voltage and frequency. Frequency is measured by means of the Lissajous
figure on a cathode ray oscilloscope. Rotor voltage can be measured by a voltmeter
with appropriate frquency response.

In your report, discuss the phenomena observed and display graphically.

+A'
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biperiment 11

The Speed-Torque Curve otaiLlnduction Motor

41

In the lecture, the approximation to t he, speed-torque relationships of the
Induction motor is drived as:.

where

= 2 Tm

am

+ a

Tm = maximum, or "breakdown", torque

a = slip at which Tm occurs

T = torque at any slip, a .

This approximation it based on the assumption that stator resistance can
be neglected in the st7dy state behavior.

In this lab exercise, connect the Westinghouse universal machine as an
induction mator (refer to the schematic ti)f the machine). Energize the machine
from the 120 V11. 60 cps, 3 phase source and record speed 'and torque after obtaining
suitable calibration of the transducers. From the data obtained;- calculate the constants
in the approximation above and plot the approximation on the scime sheet as the
actual observed characteristic is plotted in order to evaluate the validity of the
approximation for this machine.


